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Abstract. This paper aims to present a framework for analysing net-
work resource trading between operators. We present the results for the
case of orthogonal inter-operator spectrum sharing as a sub-case of the
network resource trading between operators.

A two-operator, two-cell scenario has been considered. Operators
share bandwidth orthogonally using standard LTE technology, detailed
in the paper. An operator can post resources to a local market (neigh-
bouring cells) for trading them with other operators. We were interested
in identifying the duration of the resource trading contracts for trad-
ing, which would provide throughput gains. Simulations show up to 30%
increase of user throughput and a more efficient use of spectrum if we
do not consider any monetary cost or value in the model. In a separate
idealised scenario, throughput gains of up to 80% are reported.

Keywords: Resource trading · Spectrum sharing · Inter-operator
Micro-trading · LTE

1 Introduction

During the last years, there has been a tremendous growth in mobile communi-
cations traffic. Alone in the period 2015–2020, mobile traffic is believed to mul-
tiply eightfold [3]. Spectrum scarcity is commonly seen as on of the main prob-
lems arising from this development. Recent reports [5] substantiate this perspec-
tive and explain countermeasures against the “mobile data crunch” that followed
the success of data driven mobile services. Among those measures are improve-
ment of spectral efficiency, network densification and increase of available band-
with. Such observations have led to technological developments and deployments
like e.g. Long-Term Evolution (LTE) or LTE-Advanced [5,17]. Increasing num-
bers of network cells and the allocation of higher frequency bands introduce new
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complications and opportunities since the coverage area of cells operated in these
higher bands is reduced [16]. However, these developments and processes involve
dealing with significant legal hurdles and require international harmonization. As
a consequence of these multiple developments, the concept of spectrum sharing is
on the verge of becoming a normality rather than the exception. This perspective
is backed up by recent developments such as e.g. the decision of the British regula-
tor Ofcom to allow spectrum sharing in the 3.8 and 4.2 GHz bands [13,14], and has
been taken on by GSMA and operators as well [6,12]. The focus of this introduction
is the European market, but the trends are identical on the entire globe.

Technically however a lot of the work still has to be done, and it seems due
time to address some of the problems coming especially with dynamic spectrum
trading in more detail. A number of previous works addressed open problems
via extensive simulations. It was shown that high gains can be achieved and
spectrum sharing is possible with state of the art technology [9]. Furthermore,
fairness [7] and quality of service (QoS) improvements [11] are possible. Many of
these simulations are performed with a varying degree of realism. For instance,
the assignment of spectrum is often modeled unrealistically or with knowledge
about user behavior that can never be matched in reality. We address this
short-coming.

In this paper, we consider two operators serving their users in the same
geographical area. Adjacent base stations use a market in the vicinity to trade
resources. The market has no authority over the base stations. Many local mar-
kets might exist, but we omit the question of which base stations trade through
which markets which poses its own technical challenges. Here we assume that
base station have been already connected to the correct local market. The base
stations measure the load that is caused by the users. The core idea is to sell
resources when the base station has or predicts low load and buy resources oth-
erwise for a certain duration and a certain price.

In a simulation campaign, we consider a single file download service and mea-
sure the time to empty the base station buffer as a load indicator. Using this
simple model, we study the effect of the duration of spectrum trades. The dura-
tion of the trade is of special interest, as financial considerations and planning
play a vital role in the dimensioning of a network. Spectrum sharing is a special
case in which all prices of trades are set to zero, e.g. by agreements between
operators. We don’t consider any prices at this point to remove the effect of
the operator’s budget or other economical constraints and concentrate on the
achievable gains when operators share for short durations. It is also assumed
that both parties in the trade are honest and employ the same strategy for the
trades. Apart from this technical restriction in the simulations, the approach
that we lay out here marks a change from the classical approaches of spectrum
sharing [18] towards a micro-trading approach [10]. In some classical approaches,
the primary user can interrupt the secondary user which is not possible here. In
the micro-trading approach, a central market is used to perform auctions; here,
we envisage local markets for fast trades. We believe that even in the same busy
hours, the traffic experienced at different base stations is not homogenous and
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thus short trades in the order of seconds or smaller will increase the data rates
of the users.

We are aware that we only skim the surface for a true spectrum sharing
architecture. In particular, the technical challenges of the suggested sub-system
and its requirements need to be analysed in more detail. This however is out of
the scope of this paper. We only show a first assessment of the gain using the
proposed model and stress that there is a case for it.

The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, the system definition is out-
lined and our architecture for a preliminary spectrum sharing implementation
as well as an idealized system are introduced. Section 3 describes the heuristic
trading algorithm and its parameter choice. Section 4 outlines our system-level
simulation approach and Sect. 5 evaluates the performance of the realistic imple-
mentation and compares it to the results of the idealized system. Section 6 finally
concludes the paper.

2 System Description and Definitions

The system is depicted in Fig. 1. In the following we consider two operators
i ∈ {A,B} with each operating one evolved Node B (eNodeB) serving some
users UEij , j = 1, . . . ,Ki. The number of available resource blocks (RBs) in
the Downlink (DL) is N . Each operator owns a part of the spectrum of ni RBs,
ni < N , ni ∈ N+. A gap of ng RBs between both spectra is modeled as the guard
band, i.e. the operators’ operating bands are not necessarily adjacent. The whole
spectrum satisfies:

nA + nB + ng = N. (1)

nA ng nB

1 N
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UEA2

UEA3
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RA3
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Fig. 1. The system model for the considered spectrum trading scenario.
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At each time instant t, each operator serves a number of users Ki(t) = Ki

in its cell. For ease of notation and without loss of generality, the parameter t is
omitted. The sum of all users in the system is K = KA + KB .

Data arrives at the eNodeB with a rate rij from a remote server (not dis-
played) and fills a buffer with buffer level Bij and of finite size. The network
between the eNodeBs and the remote server is assumed to be dimensioned such
that it does not present a bottleneck in the simulations. The eNodeBs send this
data to the corresponding User Equipment (UEs) with a rate Rij � rij , as
shown in Fig. 1.

More generally, let Mi ⊂ R
Ki×M
++ be a set of measurements of one base

station with M the number of measurements performed per user. For instance,
the rates Rij constitute the set Ri ⊂ R

Ki
+ ⊂ Mi and Bij ∈ Mi.

We use a finite-buffer traffic model to model the user behaviour. In this model,
users only have bursts of data when they access the system. This corresponds
better to a real system than a typical full-buffer model, in which users constantly
receive and send data. The considered performance metric is the DL throughput
per user.

In the following, we only consider the DL. Two implementations for spectrum
trading are investigated:

1. a practical spectrum trading implementation
2. a hypothetical implementation merging the operators.

The hypothetical implementation serves as an upper bound for our practical
spectrum trading scenario.

In the considered practical implementation, two cells change the bandwidth
on which they operate (cf. Fig. 2). Assume operator A to be in the need of
additional spectrum. It might get this from operator B provided this one wants
to trade its resources. If they exchange n RBs, n ∈ N, operator A’s bandwidth
increases to n′

A = nA + n and B’s bandwidth decreases to n′
B = nB − n. This

change happens for a previously determined duration tD. During this time, (1)
becomes

nA + nB + ng = N = n′
A + n′

B + ng. (2)

nA ng nB

1 N

np np

n′
A ng n′

B

1 N

np np

Fig. 2. A practical spectrum trading system: two operators exchange spectrum by
increasing or decreasing their bandwidth.
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Additionally, in Fig. 2, the extreme case of operator A buying as much spectrum
from operator B as possible is shown. The latter gives all resources away except
for some protected bands n′

B = np which it maintains for QoS reasons.
The trading of resources happens on a market in the vicinity, shown in Fig. 3.

An eNodeB tries to buy and sell spectrum according to its needs. Selling of
spectrum is done via an “offer”.

Definition 1 (Offer). An offer O is a tuple (ts, tD, n, p0, p1, p2) including the
start time ts ∈ R+ of a potential spectrum trade, the duration tD ∈ R+, and the
number of exchanged resources n ∈ N+. p0 is the posting price on the market,
p1 the consumption price (i.e. when buying) and p2 the break-clause price. For
spectrum sharing, we have p0 = p1 = p2 = 0. The expiration time tex = ts + tD
is implicit.

When a base station measures low load, it sends an offer of resources to the
market. The functionality of selling and buying is ensured by a subsystem called
the “negotiator”, present in every base station that participates in the trading
of resources.

Definition 2 (Negotiator). Let D ∈ {−1, 1, 0} be a choice to buy, sell or to
not trade spectrum, respectively. Then, for some measurements Mi and offers
O1, . . . ,OL, the negotiator Ni of a base station of the operator i ∈ {A,B} is a
choice function Ni : (Mi,O1, . . . ,OL) → D that decides whether resources need
to be bought or sold on the market.

Practically, it collects data from the eNodeB (like current data buffer level,
DL throughput and so on), evaluates the current offers and decides about the
acquisition or sale of resources. Communication is performed directly with the
local market, as shown in Fig. 3.

eNodeB Operator 1 eNodeB Operator 2Market

NEGData

FRSCH

NEG Data

FR SCH

Fig. 3. The general structure of the spectrum trading architecture. NEG is the nego-
tiator, FR the frequency reuse algorithm, and SCH the scheduler.

The market distributes a received offer O to the other negotiator. By applying
the negotiator function, a buying decision can be made. In this case, it sends
a message back to the market which then acknowledges this trade (if certain
constraints like correct timing are met).
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Definition 3 (Contract/Trade). A contract or trade is an offer O by a nego-
tiator of operator i ∈ {A,B} that has been acknowledged by another operators’s
negotiator j ∈ {A,B}, j �= i.

At ts, both eNodeBs change their used spectrum as indicated in the contract.
It is assumed that both operators are fair. The sequence of events of a contract
is shown in Fig. 4.

Negotiator 1

Market

Negotiator 2

t0

Offer

ConfirmDistribute

Ack

Ack

Change bandwidth

ts = t0 + toff

Revert bandwidth

Tex = tD + ts

Time

Fig. 4. The timeline of a trade, i.e. one negotiator puts resources on the market which
the second accepts.

A negotiator can revoke a previously sent offer. In this case, the first reaction
after the initial offer (own revocation or foreign confirmation) is determinant.
The market acknowledges every event as well as the expiration of an offer.

Changes in the bandwidth on which to operate are applied via a modified
Frequency Reuse (FR) algorithm. This in turn limits the scheduler of the LTE
system to some of the available RBs.

Using a hypothetical spectrum sharing scenario (cf. Fig. 5), the maximum
gain of spectrum sharing is investigated. Two cells share the spectrum orthogo-
nally, each having the same amount of spectrum (nA = nB) and no guard bands
are modeled (ng = 0). This first scenario constitutes the no spectrum sharing
scenario.

nA nB

1 N

nS

1 N

Fig. 5. Spectrum sharing in an ideal system using an single meta-operator (SMO).
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The SMO constitutes the hypothetical spectrum sharing counterpart, using
bandwidth nS .

Definition 4 (Single Meta-operator). Let A, B be two operators with users
KA, KB and spectrum nA, nB. The SMO is the union of the operators, i.e. an
operator serving all users K = KA + KB on all resources nS = nA + nB.

Both operators A and B merge into one operator with one eNodeB.
(1) becomes

nA + nB = nS = N. (3)

3 Trading Algorithm

The negotiator implements the driving trading algorithm. As already stated in
Definition 2, a superset of the (practical) resource allocation can be the input of
the choice function. An example of the (practical) resource allocation is the DL
cell throughput. Additionally, the (theoretically) available resources can be taken
into account. An example is the spectrum that might be bought. Moreover, the
negotiator can use further knowledge at the base station, like priorities, buffer
levels, historical data on user distribution, traffic demand, and so on.

Upon a decision, the negotiator communicates with the market. This was
already shown in Fig. 3.

Our implementation is based on a simple heuristic. We use the buffered data
of all users Bi = Bi(k) at discrete time k as well as the current DL cell through-
put R̃i = R̃i(k)

Bi =
Ni∑

j=1

Bij , R̃i =
Ni∑

j=1

Rij , i ∈ {A,B}, j = 1, . . . , Ni (4)

as eNodeB measurements Mi ⊃ {Bij , Rij}. The throughput is smoothed using
an exponential moving average of the form Ri(k) = (1 − α)Ri(k − 1) + αR̃i(k).

Then, it is possible to calculate an estimate of the time it takes to send all
buffered data to all users, the Estimated Time to Empty Buffers (ETEB). It is,
in seconds:

ETEBi =
Bi

Ri
, i ∈ {A,B}. (5)

Two thresholds tsell and tbuy are used to parameterize the algorithm. If we
have a low load such that ETEBi < tsell < tbuy, the negotiator offers RBs on
the market. If the load is very high, tsell < tbuy < ETEBi, the negotiator should
try to buy spectrum on the market. If tsell ≤ ETEBi ≤ tbuy, the negotiator does
nothing and revokes possibly sent offers that are still on the market.

The thresholds have been chosen by evaluating the ETEB in a no sharing
case. The empirical probability of the load indicator depending on the user arrival
process, we fixed it as described in Sect. 4.

The resulting histogram is shown in Fig. 6. Zeroes are suppressed to improve
readability. The choice of the thresholds is arbitrary. We opted to “tolerate” the
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Fig. 6. The histogram of the ETEB of multiple simulation runs.

lower 10% of load during which the negotiator still tries to sell spectrum. For
tsell < 0.09 s, we measure 10.5%. Another 15% of load above the selling threshold
is “tolerated” without selling or buying spectrum (grayed region in Fig. 6). The
upper 75% (tbuy > 0.19 s) are defined as a load that could potentially be remedied
by buying spectrum if possible.

The negotiator evaluates these thresholds on a periodic basis and performs
the aforementioned actions depending on the outcome of the heuristic.

4 System-Level Simulation Description

For the evaluation of the described system, we used the simulator ns-3 [8] in
version 3.26. ns-3 is a modular system-level simulator. It provides modules to
simulate all layers from physical to application layer and also includes an LTE
module [15]. We extended the simulator to support our architecture as described
in Sect. 2 as well as the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) FTP model
1, adapted from the publicly available ns-3 License-Assisted Access (LAA) Wi-Fi
coexistence module1.

The parameters of the considered scenario are listed in Table 1.
The scenario consists of two base stations located at the origin of the coor-

dinate system. Ten mobile terminals are attached to each base station, initially
uniformly distributed in the circular cell of radius R = 800m. They move within
the cell according to a Random Waypoint Model that selects the next point by
the same uniform distribution and to which they move with 3 km h−1 without
halting.
1 The source can be found at http://code.nsnam.org/laa/ns-3-lbt.

http://code.nsnam.org/laa/ns-3-lbt
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Table 1. General system parameters for the practical spectrum sharing case.

Parameter Value

1st DL sub channel frequency 1805 MHz (EARFCN 1200)

Aggregate channel bandwidth 10 MHz (50 RBs)

Subcarrier bandwidth 15 kHz

Resource block bandwidth 180 kHz

eNOdeB DL transmit power 43 dBm over 50 RBs

Pathloss, in dB 15.3 + 37.6 log d, d in m

Fading Trace-based typical urban, 3 km h−1 [2, ETU]

Frame duration 10 ms

TTI (sub-frame duration) 1 ms

Scheduler Proportional fair scheduler

FR algorithm Modified hard frequency reuse

Radio link control (RLC) mode Unacknowledged Mode (UM)

Traffic model FTP model 1 [1]

User arrival rate λ 1.5 s−1

Download file size S 550444 B

Cell radius ro 800 m

Simulation duration 1100 s

Simulation runs 50 per campaign

Each cell operates on a bandwidth of 5 MHz, divided into 25 RBs. The
used traffic model is derived from the 3GPP FTP 1 traffic model from 3GPP
TR 36.814 [1]. In [1], files of size 512 kB are sent. In our simulations, we don’t
use retransmissions except for HARQ. In particular, we use the RLC UM mode
and UDP as the transport protocol. Therefore, we chose to send files of size
S = 550 444 B and calculate the statistics by only considering files which reach a
threshold of received data Srx,min = 512 000 B.

Furthermore, only the flows which started after 100 s simulated time, belong-
ing to the “steady state”, are used for further processing. We argue that after
this time, every user has started to download at least one file and the simulation
is not in an artificial start-up phase that does not directly stem from the user-
arrival process. In fact, we have a Poisson process with intensity λ = 1

E[τ ] with τ

being the inter-arrival time (the same distribution for all inter-arrival times τi,
i = 1, 2, . . . , is assumed). Then, the time so that all users started a download
can be roughly estimated Tall = nE[τ ] = n

λ . For the user arrival rate λ = 1.5 s−1

and 10 users as used in the simulations, the last user can be expected to have
started a download after on average 6.66 s. 100 s settling time is thus completely
justified.
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The user arrival rate λ is calculated as [1, A.2.1.3.4]:

offered traffic = λ · S. (6)

Considering that the peak rate of an LTE system is around 300 Mbps for a
bandwidth of 20 MHz and 4 layers [4], a rate of 18.75 Mbps is the theoretical
peak rate in the considered scenario per cell. We choose a user arrival rate of
λ = 1.5 s−1 resulting in an offered traffic of approx. 6.6 Mbps. This amounts to
a reasonable average load while leaving some free capacity in the system.

The duration of a flow is defined as the time between sending the first packet
t1,tx and receiving the last packet m at time tm,rx. For a user receiving Srx B
of data, the DL user throughput, also called the User Perceived Throughput
(UPT) [1] is calculated as

UPT =
Srx

tm,rx − t1,tx
. (7)

The time toff, i.e. the duration between posting an offer and its expiration, is
fixed to 5 ms, and we neglect any market communication time. The negotiator
always proposes the maximum number of resources, i.e. 6 RBs are reserved as
protected bands for QoS reasons and the rest is traded. No prices are considered.

5 System-Level Assessment

We are interested in the dependency of the throughput gain as a function of the
contract length tD. Furthermore, we compare the performance of the spectrum
sharing implementation to the SMO. The results are shown in Fig. 7.

For the 95%-ile2, we see clear gains. For the SMO implementation, we mea-
sure a gain of 80%, which is in line with previous works.

Depending on the contract duration, various gains are reported. Gains are
higher for the shorter contract durations. This comes as no surprise as a base
station will be able to get its resources back quickly. However, short contracts
have the drawback of a more frequent reselling of resources, putting additional
load on the backbone network through increased signaling, an effect which is not
modeled here.

A contract duration decrease from 200 to 100 ms offers no significant advan-
tage. In these cases, we find notable gains of 35%. The gains shrinks to the
half for 660 ms. With increasing duration, the gains get smaller until eventu-
ally becoming negative for long durations. For the duration tD = 660 ms ≈ 1

λ ,
equivalent to the average inter-arrival time, we still have a considerable gain.

For contract durations longer than tD = 1320 ms ≈ 2
λ , losses for the 95%-ile

start to emerge. For these contract durations, base stations are not able to adapt
to changes in the system fast enough.

2 We use this 95%-ile similar to the 95%-ile of a full buffer traffic model, i.e. as a rate
that every user achieves that is served by the base station in this cell.
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Fig. 7. UPT of a user depending on the duration of a contract tD.

6 Conclusion

The contribution of this paper is two-fold. We first presented our generalized
understanding of resource trading in a mobile communications network under the
assumption of two co-primary network operators. Resource trading incorporates
the notion of prices. Non-cooperative game theoretic frameworks could thus be
used to model also the financial aspects of the different parties. We specialized
this notion to a spectrum sharing scenario that makes no assumptions about
the user behavior and trades resources on a local market and without common
knowledge.

Second, we investigated the gains of this spectrum sharing system in pres-
ence of different contract durations. Simulations showed a hypothetical gain in
throughput of 80%. Using a simple heuristic, gains of 30% are easily achieved.
A trade duration of approximately the average inter-arrival time of the user
arrival process shows high gains which incurs lower load in the backhaul net-
work than a more frequent renegotiation.

Further work will concentrate on the following points. First, we want to inves-
tigate the QoS improvements of our spectrum sharing implementation. Second,
an advanced trading algorithm making use of prediction and game theory is
envisaged to improve the performance and incorporate prices.
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